
bedframe and running water outside the door. But now Jean-Pierre announced that
this was the wrong Refuge. There was another, altogether more comfortable and a
better staging post, but some 300m higher up an adjacent valley. The map translated
this as a dot with the N route a dotted line inching across the precipitous Crete des
Aguillous. Had I been here before? Outside, the wind was blowing hard up the valley
and the snow had become a heavy sleet. IfJean-Pierre had visions of Austerlitz: I had
premonitions of my Waterloo. Worse still, an indeterminate time hanging around
this cheerless cabane or something even less salubrious waiting for the avalanches to
clear.

A moment of decision had arrived. We had already made our traverse and
penetrated the Three Cirques. The rest was embellishment. But before calling it a
day, down to Heas for a weather forecast. That descent took 30 minutes. At the edge
of the village is an ancient inn built for Montagnards: soup, fromage de pays,
omelettes, bread, wine and coffee-the whole cost 63 francs and Waiter alone sunk a
pound of cheese. The Meteo confirmed prolonged bad weather. Outside the inn in
heavy rain we waved goodbye to our hosts-mountain people with the gnarled faces
of another age. Taking the bends in slalom style, our taxi driver enquired 'Vous avez
eu bon temps ou mauvais temps?'. I forget my reply but what came to mind was elan,
esprit and camaraderie.

By Gedre the fields had turned to an emerald hue highlighted by yellow jonquils
and in the deep gorge ofGavarnie the trees become a full-leafed green. So we came to
the plains where still it rained and passed that night at the Hotel Roncevaux. Next
evening, after a vinous education in Juran<;on and more Leire hospitality, we stole
away by train to our various destinations never again catching sight of those
mountains. But they remain vivid in our imaginations until the next tryst and their
memory enhanced by our equipe cordiale.

The profit of impurism 
the Shawangunk scene

Mark Robinson

'In the scramble for new routes there are times when those to whom success means
more than style will resort to top-roping, pre-placing protection .or even the
unforgiveable chipping of holds-' '- Royal Robbins

Preface

The Shawangunks is the major crag climbing centre of the E coast of the USA. The
area consists of several bluff-like white cliffs located along an elevated ridge at the W
rim of the Hudson River valley. They are 110km N of New York City near the town
of New Paltz, overlooking gently rolling farm and woodland. Although only 60 to 90
metres high, the cliffs offer some of the finest crag climbing in the world. This is due in
part to the exceptional qualities of the rock, quartzite conglomerate, which is
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arranged in slightly backward-tilting horizontal layers giving rise to numerous
horizontal holds and roofs. The rock is very firm and compact so that when a route
has been done once or twice almost any feature can be trusted for progress or
protection. The area is easily reached from all the major population centres of the
NE, and it is not uncommon for people to travel 800 or more km from the interior or S
coast for a short climbing trip.

The climbing history of the cliffs is quite colourful. It was discovered and
developed by the omnipresent European immigrant Fritz Weissner and his friends.
The details are published in Chris Jones's book Climbing in North America. The
proximity to civilization, ~he excellent rock and good protection led to a relaxed and
at times even antic atmosphere. The climbing scene was quite social, and technical
difficulty could be pursued with fewer psychological or logistical encumbrances than
elsewhere. The accomplishments and fiascos that resulted are part of the climbing
lore of America. Perhaps the best known stories concern the Vulgarians, a group of
irreverent climbers who flourished in the 60s, who engaged in a successful rebellion
against the authoritarian restrictions of the Appalachian Mountain Club and sought
a bohemian, bad-boy image. Since then things have changed.

This article is a revised version of a piece I wrote for the American magazine
Climbing for May/June 1979. The original was written out of anger about some
ethical outrages which occurred in the Gunks in the fall/spring seasons of 1978-79. It
was also motivated in part by a feeling of frustration and disappointment that the
Gunks is no longer advancing and evolving, no longer in the van of American rock
climbing, but is instead stagnant and decadent. The article explores the historical
trends that led to this situation and some of the general implications that may be
deduced about style and motivation in climbing in general. The original was harshly
worded and seemed objectionable to some people because the details used to support
and illustrate the general claims seemed petty and parochial. My own less than
spotless record and personal involvement led some to question my suitability as a
commentator. This version makes the general claims more apparent and the local
squabbles less explicit. As for my own role: who is better qualified to write about
wrongdoing-than a partially reformed and repentent eye-witness wrongdoer?

•
'Everybody who climbs wants to make a name for himseIr. I have heard this said

repeatedly, especially in the Gunks this last year. Usually it is said with (phoney)
righteous disapproval, or other times with amusement or even irony. I think it is
probably true, at least when spoken about people who climb hard and obsessively.
Climbing offers many possible rewards. Some of these are intrinsic to the sport itself:
the kinaesthetic pleasures of movement and exercise, a sense of mastery or
competence or the joys of their acquisition, 'the<mental processes of problem solving
under pressure, the periods of brief immersion in an intensely focused and unified
state of mind and body, and others. Some rewards are extrinsic, they derive from the
social structure of the climbing community, the public image of the activity, and what
climbers derive of their own self-image from this: the desire to be recognized, be a top
hardman, go on expeditions or get publicity. The intrinsic rewards provide the
classical explanations and rationalizations for the activity. The extrinsic rewards are
the subject of much defensive and insincere posturing in the climbing world. There
are those who hypocritically deny or minimize them (but nevertheless toot their own
praise pretty fiercely anyway, often by reverse-snobbery techniques e.g. putting
down the flashy hotshots). Actually, there does not seem to be anything bad about
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these motivations. Any allitude about them seem to be acceptable, as long as it is
hone t and forthright and keep climbing in perspective (as the profoundly
unimportant activity that it i ). Many people train hard 10 do what they do, and
undergo a fair amount of ri k, elf-discipline, loss and hardship along the way. The
de ire for a few compen alOry social trokes seems blameless, e pecially ince they are
apparently there to be had and even potentially lucrative. The problem occurs when
these extrinsic rewards become so allractive that acquiring them becomes more
imponant than acting according 10 the tandard and conventions in climbing by
which reputations are made.

Just a few years ago the. Cunks generated quite a few big reputations. Old aid
route were dc;>ne free without recourse to new bolts, pins or special technique . For a
brief period between 1970 and 1976 or 1977 some of these route were probably the
hardest short-hard-free routes in the country. Suptrcrack, Kansas City, To Have or Have

ot, Open Cockpit, The Throne and numerous other were among the first 5.11 + and
5.12 routes done, in an area that probably al 0 contained the first 5.11 routes in the
country as well. The people who did them: teve Wunsch, John Bragg, Henry
Barber and, mo t notably, John tannard are known in a large pan because of the e
routes. The recognition is well deserved, for these routes represented advances in
both style and difficulty. Stannard was one of the main activists in introducing the
practices of clean climbing and fixed protection in places where non-destructive
protection could not be had. All of these climbers have scrupulously adhered to the
principles of clean and free climbing that the developments of these times
represented.

Of course, there were changes in what was considered acceptable tyle. In order to
eliminate the use of rock-altering protection and aid, it was convenient to ea e
restrictions about two practices previously ill-regarded: chalking and falling. Sieging
became an acceptable style as climbs became so hard that falling wa more likely than
not during the initial allempts. A boulder-problem approach (numerou falls and lots
of chalk) came into vogue. Such great classics as Foops and Pn:si.tent were first done
this way as others like Coexistence and Matinee, to a lesser extent, were done before.
Many of these climbs have only rarely been done any other way, and the harder
climbs which followed have never, despite no lack of allempts, been done any other
way.

This style was a natural outgrowth of the desire to push free climbing standard
and is found in all areas in which high technical standards are pursued. Ifone is to do
routes of bouldering difficulty falls are expected, and when they occur there is no
option but 10 try again. This is not to say that these climbs are all 'mere' gymnastic
exercises. Anybody who has ever tried to siege a poorly protected climb knows this.

tannard's To Have or Have ot in the Cunks (involving as it does thin 5.11 + move
above a small, questionable stopper, impossible to evaluate from below, which is all
there is between the climber and the ground 40ft below) is proof. Sieging can be just
as gripping, refined, demanding, nerve racking, in shon, everything a good climb is
supposed to be, a a hard classic done in classic style. Acceptable style underwent a
change with the new technical standards.

It seems to me that what passe for good style at any time is determined by a
balance between difficulty and enjoyment. That is, a balance between techniques
that lead to a sense of difficulty and accomplishment and those which permit success
and rapid, easy movement. The way this balance is struck is quite subtle and complex
and obviously varies for different kinds of terrain, climate, equipment etc. As the
technical difficulties of climbs increase, the amount of time and effon required to do
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them in a style evolved for easier climbs increases, often to the point of absurdity, at

which point p 'ople either relax style or SlOp advancing and con oHdate progre s unlil

advances can be made once again in the old style. [n either case, once the n 'w I vel is

reached further progress in the realms beyond eventually allows the old hard climb.
to b done again in the traditional style Of cour e, more re trictive ·tyle arc

'better' in the ense (which has nothing to do Wilh cthics at all) that more:: skill,

perseverance, daring, will Ct ., more of the qualities climbing is taken to exercise,

develop and refine, arc needed to do a climb in such restrictive styles. The
achievement is more impres 'ive and demanding.

Once mo t of lhe big plums \ ere done the interest of the local Gunks climbers

shift d to repeat a cents. The style was 'et by that of the first free aSCent and doing the

FHA (first human ascent) was the game. Th 're \ as an air of complacenc.. Wc all
gssured each Other that the Gunk had thc hardest climbs in the country and that by

doing them wc automat ically became some of the best climbers. [t was even possible

to maintain thi absurd delu ion in the face of medio Te or poor performances during

visits to other areas. The ea' day for the ego came to an end with the 1977 visit of
. alifornia climbers Ron Kauk and Verne Clevinger. They managed to do quite a few

oflhe hard dcsperates in beller styl fe' er falls) than th 'locals or first ascensionisls.
They even did th' second ascent of Supercrack, allhough this was a siege and a

bloodbath. Other oUlsiders began to visit and do well, and news fiilered back of
harder-than-5.11 route Isewhere. Complacency gave way to insecurity.

The re:ponsc to Ihe insecurit was a quest ~ I' new routes of even greater difficulty,

but this did not work OUI tOO well. The candidate turned out to be to0 hard and

resisted cycle: of. ieg-es. or too absurd. The few Ihat did get completed turned out to
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be no harder than the existing top climbs. This was not so bad in itself, but it upset the·
equilibrium of the existing recognition system. Young up-and-coming climbers no
longer felt they could get enough credit by doing the established climbs and were
pressed into trying climbs for which they were not ready. Other people began to do
almost anything short of blatant aid in etriers to get up their routes. Some truly
absurd scenes were enacted in the quest of new-route glory.

One of the worst of these involved considerable rock destruction. I came across this
debacle one day when I scrambled up to the base of the route in question, now called
Scarey Area. It was surprising to see 2 people attempting what was then one of the
boldest and most sustained of the uncompleted climbs in the Gunks in mid winter.
The details of the scene made the whole attempt seem even more bizarre. One
climber was hanging from a nut and was also being held under considerable tension
by a 'slingshot' top rope. The pitch was festooned with unusual gear. Two hammers
hung from different points, along with large off-width sized nuts, useless on this thin
face pitch, and a drill. Strangest of all, the rope was clipped through a crack-'n-up
which protruded from blank rock. Unwilling to lead the pitch using the standard
fixed protection, these sly fellows drilled big bolt holes into which they could place
crack-'n-ups for protection on otherwise unprotectable rock! They explained that
they thought the pitch was too dangerous, so that it was OK to hang on tension and
drill it up until it met their standards. This despite the fact that the pitch had been
done repeatedly by the people who were then working on the second pitch. My
diatribe scared them off, but a new bolt eventually appeared in the hole, placed by a
Californian visitor who also thought the pitch too dangerous.

One of the above 2 was famous for his obtuse thinking and bizarre methods in
climbing. He once claimed the ascent of a short route after having done only the
hardest move in its multi-move crux sequence and then jumping off. The worst
·outrage of recent years occurred during one of his first ascents (certainly not a free
ascent) during which every breach of climbing ethics and style, except the use of
performance enhancing drugs (which he feels are evil) was committed. Fixed pitons
were removed from moderate classic routes for use as protection, including one of the
special cadmium-plated long-life pitons custom made by Stannard for use on trade
routes to halt piton damage. An (unnecessary) hold was chipped in a roof. Rests were
taken on aid to inspect, practise and protect the final crux ceiling. The excuse for all
this was that the route, widely advertised as 5.12 so as to gain a following ofadmirers,
was so hard that it would not go otherwise. Not so. I did the route with the first
ascensionist and some others and we found no need for any of the chipped holds or
special techniques, and found the route to be 5.11.

The day after the Scarey Area incident the same team, young tigers both, were in
action again on another 'new' route. The first 40ft looked too bold, so they strung a
top rope at the 40ft level by means of a rope stretched horizontally from the
neighbouring easy climbs on either side. Up to the top of this they climbed with a rack
of nuts and pins ready to blast on through, but found a chastening chalk mark in a dry
pocket beneath an overhang, presumably left by Bragg or Stannard. The route was
DBSYA ('done by Stannard years ago') by conventional means and known only by
word of mouth. This was the last such exploit, and this team retired to outlying crags,
although they still report their progress day by day and foot by foot to the guide-book
editor (who merrily ignored it when he published the latest edition).

Though by far the worst, these two are not the only people doing that sort of thing.
One old-timer with a number of creditable routes to his name, a venerable vestige
from the dying days of Vulgarian ism, recently had a lapse and entered into the bolt
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and top:rope spirit. One of his recent routes involves 3 bolts. Only 2 other routes in
the Gunks have as many bolts, and they were both originally aid routes, although the
same might be said of thi ince the 2nd bolt was placed on aid to provide a stance
from which to place the 3rd near the point from which a bad fall had earlier been
taken. It eemed as though, in hi role a the la t guardian of Vulgariani m, he
undertook to flout the ethics ofclean (non rock-altering) climbing as a la t hurrah for
the movement that overthrew the authoritarian restriction of the Appalachian
Mountain Club. This climb is certainly a good ca e study in support of the contention
that almost any piece of rock in the Gunks could be climbed if outfined with a bolt
ladder due to the numerqus mall holds.

The ame per on also later led the first ascent of the Kor Slot, a longstanding roof
problem, after practising the route on a top rope. It wa named after Layton Kor,
who failed first to lead it and even to top-rope it. A local climber later ucceeded in
top-roping it, but felt that doing 0 disqualified him from leading it. Most people feel
that, like other 'last great problem', it hould have awaited a lead in good tyle.

Other incidents, while not including objectionable ethical or even stylistic
practices, nevertheles demon trated the lack of per pective and re traint created by
the new-route/quest-for-recognition fervour. One group of climber bought and sold
'belaying time'. The idea was that you belay me on 'my' route without trying it
yourself when I fall, and I will do the same for y.DU on your route. One occasional
visitor who thinks hard climbing is 0 unpleasant that it can only be done for mostly
egotistical rea ons was so upset when he returned after a brief absence to find that
'his' project had been stolen by another climber (with me as belayer and nut placer)
that he threw an emotional scene worthy of 'Gone with the Wind'. He denounced the
callous local climbers for their di regard of his 'emotional involvement'. With the
violins whining in the background he vowed never again to return to the 'cold, cold
climate of the Gunks'. All this about a climb he first heard of from another climber
who wa working on it and which had been viewed for a number of years by a number
of people, including the crew that eventually did it as a real gem, which it was.

At this point I should also air my own transgressions, especially as this ought to
make it clear that my perspective is not one of self-righteou ne ,but rather personal
experience. I do not pretend to be an Ethic Tribunal, Kangaroo Court, Grand
Inqui itor or Prophet of Purism, nor do I want to a a sinate anyone's character or
spoil anyone's fun. Back when I was first out to get some recognition as a good
climber I became involved in the first ascent of a route now called Creative Features
(5.11-), although we were originally going to call it Sour Grapes, Secret Storm or Tough
Apples, something like that, because of the intense and rancorous criticism we
received. The route had a history ofhonourable failure by the 'big boys', all of whom
were stopped at the first overhang. Unaware of this, a friend of mine later found an
ingenious way over this on a top rope. When I went to try this, we invited our top
roping friend along, under the condition that he did not lead or tell us any of the
secrets. This did not work. Once the siege became tedious and the leaders got into
trouble he shouted advice and later began to lead. I placed a piton at the crux (well
past the initial roof), an act that flew in the face of the then strong opinions against the
further use of pitons in the Gunks. Higher up 2 more pitons protected an otherwise
unprotectable roof.

Eventually a compromise was reached. All of us involved became sensitive about
ethics, and scrupulous about the methods u ed on new routes and free ascents. It is
now granted by almost everyone that paring use of fixed pins by a first a cent party is
acceptable. One leader once went so far a to return to a climb to place a pin because
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36 S/imeworld (5.1 J + /5. /2 -)

he did not want ub 'equent parties to have to take the ame ri k a' he did during the
fir·t a cent. The chi m that developed lowl re olved a friendship and a common
love of the unks proved tronger than competition, outrage and em·y. A similar
proce has taken place following the brouhaha that accompanied the first version of
this article.

Of course, good climbs were done in good style during this period. John Bragg
continued to do routes near th· limits of current technical difficulty in very good,
almo·t puritanical style. The mo t notable of these was Grauit)";- Rainbow (5.12), a
fantastic series of small holds fac' problems on an overhanging wall. Two
Californians passing through on a 5.12 collecting junket proclaimed that nobody
would even get their feet above the first nut. Ru s Raffa wa re ponsible for quite a
few new routes, eSI ecially Graveyard Shift (5. 10+ ), a bold (but slighdy contrived)
route near Tough Shift. Other people quiedy developed the remote cliffs, not covered
in the guide-book, the magazine or the local go ip. ome of the e arc classic, th
leading example being the painful overhanging hand!fi t crack Red Tape (5.11) first
done by Rich Romano. andy Stewart's vcr. bold and difficult lead on Abracadaver
(5.11 + ) above tiny wired nut was certainly in the traditi n of TiJ Have or Have Not.

And so forth.
But still it mu·t be said that the only legitimat , honest way to make a name, to

advance be ond what has been done before, is to do something harder or in better
style (or both) without making a sacrifice in either. Only then has greater ourage,
in entiven s , strength. skill vision. will. etc.. been displayed than has been before.
[n th' Cunks wc cem to have reached a point at which the pre ent people cannot
mak . gains in difficulty without a loss in tyle. Advancement thus await new people.
Thi doe not seem to be a probhn onl in the Cunk·. Mo t area, especiall
developed one like Boulder and Yosemite. eem to uffer imilarly. Two recent
hot hot vi itors from '1'0 emite demon trated this. Although most of the routc' they
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did were done in fine style, largely because of their great technical skills, when it came
to the' famous Gunks testpiece Supercrack things changed. Some of the special
techniques used on the early ascents of recent valley extremes, such as Phoenix, came
into play. These included hanging on the rope to rest, work out moves, check out
holds and find protection. These techniques were not used on the first 2 ascents. Of
course, we may, as they said in defence, have come so far in difficulty that such
debasements of the high style of the past are needed to make the climbs possible and
enjoyable in reasonable amounts of time. But I do not think so. Climbs like Gravity's

Rainbow, the first ascent of Supercrack, as well as some, if not all, of the efforts of
climbers like John Bachar, Dale Bard, Max Jones, Tony Yaniro and Jim Collins
prove that today's hardest climbs can be done without the need to sacrifice style for
difficulty. Someday, as ultimate difficulty is approached, this will happen. But I think
it better to be forced into bad style then rather than to use human limitations now as
an excuse for an easy path to success and notoriety.

Note

The substance of this article appeared originally in Climbing and it is reproduced by
permission of the Editor.

The history of altitude

SylvainJouty

(Translation: H. Pursey)

Writers of historical studies of mountains have concerned themselves only with their
exploration and conquest. To us, it seems natural to admire the beauty of mountains
and to find pleasure in mountaineering, and it seems remarkable that nobody showed
any desire to climb them before the latter part of the 18th Century. A few ascents are
recorded prior to this, such as Petrarch on Mont Ventoux or Antoine de Ville on
Mont Aiguille, but these were rare, scarcely significant exceptions.

Mountains were in fact discovered during the 18th Century, not only as objects to
be studied and explored, but also, in a deeper sense, as a geographical and physical
phenomenon, the supreme manifestation of terrestrial relief. Certainly the word
'mountain' has always existed, as have the sensations ofascent, elevation, height and
their converse. But everything indicates that these ideas remained wholly subjective,
with no real understanding of the phenomenon of relief until measurement ofaltitude
led to a more objective view. The vision of terrestrial relief which we have today
seems natural to us, in the same way as perspective in painting. But in both cases
these apparently simple representations were preceded by others which appear to us
today to be more complex. It is this history of altitude, the first manifestation of
terrestrial relief which I shall try to retrace.

Here, as in many other domains, everything starts in ancient Greece, where a
theory was born called, by good luck, the theory of the rotundity of the earth. This
problem obliged the Greek savants to make an objective assessment of the heights of
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